L’ÂGE D’OR
MARIANNE ETERNAL CREAM
Luxury Anti-Age Day Cream
REF:

1.00110 (R)

PRESENTATION:

50ml precious jar

This elegant anti-age day cream for luxurious nurturing demands, protecting against
harming of external influence. The delicate, tender formula effects grace to elitist
active agents, from highly efficient fresh cells of selected blossoms such as the Rose
Damascus, the Blue Iris and the Arabian Jasmine. The immune system of the skin is
strengthened by the unusual combination of a new agent carrier system with
spectacular, bio-intelligent active agents and high-tech peptides. The collagen
synthesis is constantly stimulated and improve the cell activity. Marianne Eternal
Cream is the firming and protecting companion in the stressful everyday life.
MARIANNE - FREEDOM CREAM is the most innovative beauty product 2012! The highly
elegant anti-aging day cream was awarded in April with the BSB Innovation Prize of
the European cosmetics industry 2012. Isabelle Lancray, Paris wins for the second
time one of the most prestigious science awards in the field of cosmetics.
RECOMMENDED FOR:
All skin types - all women who are simply worth it to herself always to grant the best of
the best to her skin.
Ingredients & Benefits:
Ceraparts® AA (First Launch by IL)
Novel active agent system which is free of emulsifier and itself an active agent and
an improvement of the emulsion performance. Protection of the omega ceramides
and develops a mono particular film. Protection, against external noxas, stable within
the emulsion matrix. It contains a lipoamino acid (Survicode®) which increases the
longevity of the fibroblasts, improves the cell communication and protects the
cellular resistance.
* SOPI Plus
Like all lipid Nano particles the Ceraparts® follow, by topical application, the SOPI
(Stabilization, Occlusion, Protection, and Integrity) concept. The active mechanisms
are based on developing mono particular film and the high integrity of the particle
within the emulsion matrix. The plus is induced by the compound of the particle
matrix.
Sodium Cocoyl Alaninate
Increase in cell communication, cell division rate of the keratinocytes is stimulated
and strengthened the immunological defense.
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Palmitoyl Glycine
Inflammation can be reduced, the microcirculation is increased;
gene expression of the extracellular matrix (ECM) is increased.
Fresh Flowers-Cell Extracts (Exclusive bouquet for IL)
Rose of Damascus: Symbol of beauty, freedom and renewal
Arabian Jasmine: Flower of Love
Blue Iris: Messenger of the gods
Intensive anti-aging effect. Increase in collagen synthesis and stimulation of cell
activity and improves the cell respiration.
Tens Up®
Chicory extract (Oligosaccharide) - immediate and lasting firming and moisturizing
like Cinderella effect.
Botrytis Ferment From The Sauternes Wine (Exclusive For IL)
Golden colored, lifting bio ferment, from a French grape variety (Sauternes). Double
effect: Restructuring properties due to the increase of the collagens III-expression
and improvement of the skin defensive forces by activation the anti-microbial acting
Peptide LL 37 (pro-biotical mechanism).
Pearl Essence® (Conchiolin)
Increases the micro circulation and cell renewal. Improves the elasticity and moisture.
Thermostressine®
Synthetic peptides to increase genetic expression of HSP: Anti-stress peptides, better
thermal adaptation.
Apalight®
Based on natural minerals, with a light sun protection factor, which does not develop
bio persistent and hexagonal crystals. This natural agent is not liable for declaration.
It increases the skin elasticity.
Perfume Oil Excellence
An exclusive Creation for L’ÂGE D’OR created by a perfumer in Paris.
Top note
: Black currant and lime
Middle note : Rose, jasmine and plum
Base Note
: Iris & vanilla powder
PROPERTIES:
• EO-/ PEG-free
• EDTA-free
• Mineral-oil free
• Paraben-free
• Alternative preservatives
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PROPERTIES:
• The superlative for Anti-Aging
• Skin-rejuvenating
• Lifting
• Regenerating
• Natural, light sun protection factor
APPLICATION:
Daily, in the morning, after cleansing, apply a sufficient amount softly on your face.
The combination with L’ÂGE D’OR Isabelle Timeless Elixir is highly recommended.
BEAUTY SPA:
For a final care, within an exclusive treatment. Conditionally, usable as a massage
cream.
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